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Prologue

• 2006 – first tests with a programme called TEPS (Group 
Relapse Prevention Programme). 

• 2011 - a specialized unit inside Tartu Prison 

• Implementing know-how from Finland and United Kingdom. 
Risk-assessment methods and treatment programmes.



Common beliefs - deviant sexual behavior seems to be too off 
grid, too strange, too frightening to understand. 



What makes working with SO-s challenging

• To treat or to punish? Despite the scientific proof, 
people have a hard time accepting the thought of SO-s 
improving in any meaningful way.

• There are some dynamic – changeable, risk factors 
that affect an offenders recidivism rate. 



How to Increase SO-s risk?

• Relationships – pro-social vs. Anti-social friends or deprivation 
altogether, loneliness, isolation.

• Problem solving skills – what if we remove all the possibilities to 
influence an SO-s life in prison (responsibility) and encourage 
extremely passive lifestyle.

• Negative emotions, stress (see also: stigmatization) – no hope of 
change.  Extremely harsh punishment to induce feelings of gross 
injustice and give him a “moral excuse” to strike back.



Risk assesment

• There are offenders who recidivate in a high rate and those whose 
rate is very low. Luckily, there are ways to differentiate them. 

• STATIC 2002R 

• STABLE 2007

• ACUTE 2007

• Combining the measurements from these tools gives us a better risk 
value and also helps us focus our treatment on specific individual 
targets.



Who needs treatment?

The sole target of rehabilitation can`t be the reduction of 
reoffending risk, because this is important for society in 

general, but not for the offender. 

Treatment should offer something purposeful for the person -
something he believes is important and beneficial for him 

personally. 

Only then will he strive to reach his goals and through that 
reduce the risk of offending (Marshall et al)



Reducing reoffending risks in Estonia

• Risk-Need-Responsivity principles
• Up-to-date risk assesment tools

• Special unit for SO-s

• Good Lives Model to promote positive life goals versus negative 
(avoidance) goals

• Motivational Interviewing techniques to increase the offenders´
willingness to cooperate and to work together toward reaching his 
positive life goals



Reducing reoffending risks in Estonia

• Avoiding „accidentally“ increasing dynamic risk factors

• Treatment programme New Way (Uus Suund, Nina Nurminen
– Finland) – Special individual treatment programme for SO-s
• Deniers included in the programme

• Individual counselling for people with special needs

• Future – group treatment programme
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